1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the study of convergence and variation of operator spectra with respect to the distance G of Gokhburg and Markus [5] for subspaces and linear operators in a Banach space. We use the convention of Kato [7] and refer to convergence with respect to G as generalized convergence. Letting T denote a linear operator and A a complex number, we prove that the conjugate mapping c: T -» T' is continuous, where it is defined, in Theorem 2.6 and that the extended resolvent R: (X, 7") -> (X -T)~l is jointly continuous in Theorem 2.8. Both theorems generalize well-known results (confer [3; 7; 15]). An example of a sequence of bounded operators which converge to an unbounded operator in the generalized sense is given. We also prove that the spectrum mapping a e is upper semi-continuous on the set of linear operators in a Banach space in Theorem 3.3 which generalizes results of Newburgh [11] and Kato [7] . We extend to closed operators with non-void resolvent sets the three sufficient conditions of Newburgh [11] for continuity of a e at an operator T in Theorems 3.6, 3.9 and 3.10.
Definition. For subspaces F and Z of X, let

G(Y, Z) = £>(2(F),2(Z)) =maxj sup d(y,2(Z)
Since 2(X) has diameter ^ 2, D is a pseudo-metric (see [2] ). It follows that G is a pseudo-metric for^#(X) and a metric ior S^(X). Moreover, G(Y, Z) = G(F, Z) for F and Z in^#(X) with bar denoting strong closure in X. It is proved in [5] that if F and Z belong to^(X), then G(F, Z)/2 g 0(7, Z) g G (F, Z), so that G and 6 determine the same uniformity for^(X).
Let X' denote the conjugate space of X. If A is a non-void subset of X, let A 1 = {x r £ X'; #'(#) = 0 for each x G A} be the orthogonal complement of 4 in X'. It is known [12] that 0(7, Z) = ^(T 1 , Z-1 ) for F,ZG ^(X). This proves the following lemma.
LEMMA. Define T on^(X) with values in y\X'
) by setting T(F) = F 1 .
Then Y is continuous with respect to G.
For non-zero elements x and y in X, let n(x,y) = inf (e; | \x -y\ \ < {e -1) min (||x||, |b||)).
Newburgh [10] proves that n is a metric for X -{0} and uses this function to define a pseudo-metric 5 for the class of non-trivial subspaces of X as follows. Let D be the Hausdorff distance induced by n on the class of non-void subsets of X -{0} and for non-trivial subspaces F and Z in X, let 5(7, Z) = 5(7 -{0}, Z -{0j). Berkson [1] proves in Theorem 7.1 that 5 is equivalent to G. We can use this fact to deduce further properties of G. Note that 5(7, Z) = 5(7, Z) for non-trivial subspaces 7 and Z. Let X and 7 be non-trivial Banach spaces and let E = X X 7 be normed into a Banach space by || (x, y)\\ = \\x\\ + \\y\\, x £ X, 3/ G 7. We need the notion of bounded subspace in E due to Newburgh [10] .
Definition. A subspace Z of E is said to be bounded over X (respectively 7) if and only if there is a positive constant K depending only on Z such that \\y\\ ^ K\\x\\ (respectively, ||x|| ^ ^IMI) for each (x, y) £ Z.
Let P denote the mapping defined on ^Ji{E) with values in ^(X) by P (Z) = {x; (x, y) £ Z} and let 38{X, 7) = {Z G-#(£) ; Z is bounded over X and P(Z) =X).
THEOREM. The class Se(X, 7) w open in^(E)
with respect to G.
Proof. We prove Së{X, F) is open with respect to 5. Let 0 < e < log (3/2) and choose Z 0 G 3ê(X, F). From Lemmas 4 and 5 of Newburgh [10] there is a ft > 0 such that Z Ç ^#(P) and 5(Z, Z 0 ) < ft implies 5(P(Z), P(Z 0 )) = 5(P(Z), X) < e. But this implies P(Z) = X from Lemma 3 of [10] and the choice of e.
A similar theorem can be deduced with the roles of X and Y interchanged. 
We denote by c the mapping defined on 2$ by c(T) = T'. The range of c is a subset of the set of closed operators defined on domains in Y' and having ranges in X'.
2.6 THEOREM. The mapping c is continuous.
-from (2.1) and Lemma 2.5(a). Hence, G -lim w T n f = 7"' in view of the previous lemma.
Since the topologies of G and the operator norm are equivalent for
We assume in the sequel that X = Y and X is a complex Banach space. Let [X, X) = [X] and let C denote the space of complex numbers. The proof of the following lemma is taken from Bezak [2] .
LEMMA. Let ^ denote the mapping defined on C X &~ with values in^T by ^f(\,T) = X -T. Then ^ is jointly continuous.
Proof. Suppose {(X n , T n )) is a sequence in C X $~ such that lim w (X", T n ) = (Xo, To) G C X ^ with respect to the product topology. Let 0 < e < 1 and 
On the other hand, choose y £ D(T 0 ) such that ||(;y, (X 0 -r 0 );y)|| = 1, which implies 0 < ||^|| ^ 1. There exists x £ D(T n ) such that ||(y,ioy) (x,7 w x)|| < 6(1 + |Xo|)2 .
Then \\(y, T 0 y)\\ = \\y\\ + \\T 0 y -\,y + \ 0 y\\ ^ 1 + |Xo| and \\ n \ < |X 0 | + e/6. \\(y, (Xo -T 0 )y) -(x, (X n -T n )x)\\ £ \\x -y\\ + ||7> -T 0 y\\ + \\\ 0 y ~ Kx\\ g e/6(l + |Xo|) + | Xo -X n | + |X n | \\x -y\\ < e/2, which proves (b) sup {d(y, graph (X, -T n ));ye 2 (graph (X 0 -r 0 ))} S e/2. Combining (a) and (b) we obtain G(\ n -T n , X 0 -T 0 ) ^ e îor n ^ N which proves the lemma.
We define the extended resolvent R on such that lim n \ n = X, |X| = 1, then {R(\ n , T)} is a sequence of unbounded operators which converge to the unbounded operator R(\, T).
3. Continuity properties of operator spectra. In this section we investigate variation in the spectra of operators with respect to G. Let X be a complex Banach space and let C oe denote the extended complex plane topologized by the chordal metric %• Let 5f denote the class of non-void closed subsets of C oe . It is proved in Gindler and Taylor [4] that p{T) and IIIia (T) are open subsets of C oe for T G ^~. Therefore, the extended spectrum cr e (T) and the set <r e (T) - III\<T{T) are in J/* 7 for each T G J^". We denote by <r e the spectrum mapping defined on^7" with values in Sf by setting <r e (T) to be the extended spectrum of T. We also define the spectrum boundary mapping 8a e on 3T with values in 5f by 5a e (T) = <r e (T) -
IIIia(T).
We need the notions of upper and lower semi-continuity. Let F be a topological space and let <$/ be the class of non-void subsets of Y topologized by the upper and lower semi-finite topologies (confer Michael [9] ). Consider a mapping/ of a topological space X into s/. Then / is upper (respectively, lower) semi-continuous at x G X if and only if / is continuous with respect to the upper (respectively, lower) semi-finite topology. We have the following result [2].
THEOREM. For a topological space X and a metric space (F, d) of finite diameter, let D be the Hausdorff distance induced by d on the class s/ of non-void subsets of Y. If f maps X intosé, then f is upper and lower semi-continuous at x G X if f is continuous at x with respect to D. Conversely, iff is upper and lower semi-continuous at x and f{x) is a compact subset of F, then f is continuous at x with respect to D.
Proof. Suppose / is continuous at x G X with respect to D. Let U be an open subset of F such that/(x) C U. We can choose e > 0 so that N(e) = {z (E Y\d(z,y) < e for some y G f(x)} C U. LetW= 
{B £s/;D(f(x),B) < e}. By hypothesis there is a neighborhood V of x such that f[V] G 'W which implies f[V] C U and proves that/ is upper semi-continuous at x. If UQ is a neighborhood of y G /(x), then z G V implies/(s) C\ Uo ^ <£• This proves/ is low^er semi-continuous at x.
Conversely, suppose / is upper and lower semi-continuous at x and f(x) is compact. We can choose y u y 2 , . . . , y n in f(x) and e > 0 such that f(x) C U = ULo U(y t , e), where D(f(x),f(z) ) ^ e, which completes the proof.
Let D denote the Hausdorff distance induced by the chordal metric %• Since each closed subset of C oe is compact, we have the following corollary to the previous theorem.
COROLLARY. a e (respectively, 8a e ) is continuous at T Ç $~ with respect to G and D if and only if a e (respectively, 8cr e ) is upper and lower
semi-continuous atT.
Newburgh [11] proved that a e is upper semi-continuous on [X]. Kato [7] proved that a e is upper semi-continuous with respect to G on the set of closed operators with non-void resolvent sets. The following theorem extends these results.
THEOREM. The mappings <r e and 8a e are upper semi-continuous on $~.
Proof. We only prove the assertion for a e ; the proof for 8a e is similar. Let T £ $~ and assume without loss of generality that a e (T) 9 e C oe . Choose a proper open subset U of C oe such that a e (T) C U and select X g U. Then
R(\, T) e C[X] = {T e <T; T is bounded and f <E [X]}. In view of (2.4) and (2.8) we can choose neighborhoods °à of R(X, T) in C[X] and^ of T such that 5G# implies R(\, S) G °U and X g a e (S).
This proves a e (S) C U for each S G ^ which proves the assertion.
THEOREM. If a e is continuous at T G 2 s , then a e is continuous at T'.
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of Theorem 2.6 and the fact that a e (T) = a e (T').
We use the notion of Cauchy domain due to Taylor [14] . A Cauchy domain A is an open subset of C oe which consists of a finite number of components and has a closed rectifiable boundary denoted b(A); moreover, the closures of its components are mutually disjoint. We also employ the operational calculus of Taylor [14] . For a closed operator T \x\3f such that p(T) 9 e 0, let
where a is a spectral set of T, A is a Cauchy domain containing a e (T) and the integration is performed in the usual counterclockwise sense on b(A). Here I is the identity operator on X. 8 = 1 if oo G a-and 8 = 0, otherwise (see [14] ).
The following lemma occurs in [2] . Hence, E(a) = 5/. If oo £ o-, then -E(o-) = / implying a = (T e (T), a contradiction of hypothesis. If oo go-, then -E(cr) =0 which implies that a is void. In either case a contradiction is obtained which proves the assertion. For the case when each T n and T have strongly dense domains in X, Ave apply the proof just completed to the conjugates T n ' and T' which completes the proof of the lemma.
The first sufficient condition of Newburgh [11] for continuity of a e is generalized in the following theorem.
THEOREM. If T £ ^~ is either closed or has strongly dense domain in X and <r e (T) is totally disconnected, then <j e is continuous at T with respect to G.
Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of X £ <r e (T). By hypothesis there is a spectral set a of T such that X £ & C U. From a theorem of Taylor [14] there is a Cauchy domain A such that <rC AC AC U. If G -lim re T n = T, then from the previous lemma there is an integer N such that a e {T n ) Pi Â ^ 0, n ^ N. Hence, a e is lower semi-continuous at T. The assertion follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3.
We fix a £ C and define the set function g at a non-void subset A of C oe by g (A) = {a + /x _1 ; id £ ^4}. Since the mapping p. -* a + /x _1 is a homeomorphism of C oe onto itself, we have the following lemma. 
-T) (a -S) = (a -S) (a -T) which implies R (a, T)R (a, S) = R (a, S)R (a,T).
(R(a, T)) and g(a e (R(a, T))) = a e (T).
Let & be a neighborhood of <r e (T) inS^. We can, therefore, choose a neighborhood °U\ C % of T. such that 5 G ^o implies a e (S) G ^. The details are given in [2] . This completes the proof. R(a, T) . The remainder of the proof paraphrases that of the previous theorem.
